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Abstract
The pre-series test bed is used to validate the technology

and implementation choices by comparing the final ATLAS
readout requirements, to the results of performance, func-
tionality and stability studies. We show that all the com-
ponents which are not running reconstruction algorithms
match the final ATLAS requirements. For the others, we
calculate the amount of time per event that could be al-
located to run these not-yet-finalized algorithms. We also
report on the experience gained during these studies while
interfacing with a sub-detector for the first time at the ex-
perimental area.

INTRODUCTION
The ATLAS experiment [1] at LHC will start taking data

in 2007. As preparative work, a full vertical slice of the fi-
nal higher level trigger and data acquisition (TDAQ) chain,
”the pre-series”, has been installed in the ATLAS exper-
imental zone. In the pre-series setup, detector data are
received by the readout system (ROS) and partially ana-
lyzed by the second level trigger (LVL2). On acceptance
by LVL2, all data are passed through the Event Building
(EB) to the Event Filter (EF) farms. Finally the selected
events are written to mass storage. The details of the TDAQ
design can be found elsewhere [2]. The layout of the AT-
LAS TDAQ architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 where units
from of all Trigger and DAQ applications are being put to-
gether in the experimental area. This article summarizes
the performance and functionality studies which investigate
the required number of application instances, the expected
performance of various applications, network switch loads
and alike in such a large and realistic test-bed.
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Figure 1: The ATLAS Trigger DAQ architecture.

Pre-series Layout
The pre-series setup is a complete vertical slice of the

ATLAS TDAQ system to exercise the full functionality in
!gokhan.unel@cern.ch

a 10 % scale of the final system. The composition of the
pre-series test bed and the estimations for the final system
originating from the ATLAS TDR are given in Table 1. Al-
though the final hardware specifications will be defined and
the nodes will be bought in due time in accordance with the
readout needs of the ATLAS detector in construction, the
test bed components were selected as rack mountable, 1U
high end PCs. Each node has at least two gigabit network
connections: one for the control and monitoring operations
and other for data transfer to EB, LVL2 or EF networks (see
[3] for the details of network topology). The ROS nodes
which need connection to both EB and LVL2 systems were
equipped with a single 4-port network interface card on PCI
bus giving 2 times redundancy for data transfer.

Table 1: Pre-series layout.
Node Preseries setup Final setup, estimation
ROS 12 150
L2PU 30 500
L2SV 2 10
SFI 6 100
EF 12 1500
SFO 2 30
MON 6 n/a

The ROS nodes, which receive up to 12 event frag-
ments from different sections of ATLAS detector are also
equipped with the custom made PCI cards (ROBINs) that
will be used in the final system to receive and buffer these
fragments. The event fragment input necessary for the
studies can be preloaded into the ROBIN or internally gen-
erated by the ROBIN itself. Additionally, the ROS PC can
emulate the ROBIN behavior which was shown to match
the actual hardware performance within few percent of the
LVL1 rate for any LVL2 accept ratio.

THE EXPLOITATION

The requirements for the TDAQ system is that it main-
tains up to 100 kHz of LVL1 rate on its 1600 input links for
event fragments with an average size of 1kB, and with sub-
sequent reduction by LVL2 and EF systems, deliver full
event data of about 1.5 MB to mass storage at a rate of
about 200 Hz. This high reduction rate is achieved via a
LVL2 farm in which each processing node has 10 ms to de-
cide on an event based on a few percent of the full event.
The design accept rate of 3.5 % imposes 3.5 kHz rate to
the EF farm. Therefore the ROS nodes should be able to
match the requests originating from both EB and LVL2,
and also clear the event fragments which are either rejected
or successfully assembled by the EB system. The rest of
the section aims to show that the readout requirements are
fulfilled, to estimate the number of nodes in various farms
and to summarize various other studies such as run time
stability and detector integration.



EB and LVL2 Studies
Initially the effect of the EB and LVL2 requests on the

ROS were studied separately. Various parameters such
as number of ROS nodes and event fragment size were
varied to study the effect of the total event size on the EB
throughput. The latter was found to be linearly dependent
only on the number of SFIs (provided the gigabit link
speed is not the limiting factor). The linear behavior
allows the prediction of the number of SFIs required for
the final ATLAS system, based on the estimated maximum
EB throughput. As shown in Figure 2, when 70% of the
gigabit bandwidth is utilized, the number of required SFIs
is 80 nodes.

A similar configuration of the pre-series involving the
ROS and LVL2 nodes allowed the measurement of the time
necessary to retrieve Region of Interest (ROI) information
from the ROS nodes. The average number of Read out links
(ROL) per ROI request determined by modelling is 2 chan-
nels out of 12 in each ROS. The data retrieval time for this
case is measured to be about 35 µs. For 6 channels the
retrieval time increases to about 70 µs. Even in this case,
which is expected to occur with a probability of 5 % on
only a few ROS nodes out of the 132 contributing to ROI
mechanism, the data retrieval time is less than 1 % of the
allocated 10 ms per event. Other studies involving the ROI
builder hardware were also performed showing the egali-
tarian trigger assignment amongst LVL2 supervisor nodes.
Each supervisor is shown to sustain up to 35 kHz of LVL1
rate, confirming the initial estimation of 10 such nodes for
the final system as being adequate to deal with the maxi-
mum 100 kHz LVL1 rate.

Figure 2: SFI estimate from test bed.

Combined Studies and Modeling
In a configuration of 8 ROSs, 8 SFIs and up to 20 L2PUs,

the triggers were generated as fast as possible to stress test
the readout chain. Each L2PU only requested event frag-
ments, i.e. no selection software was executed, from a
randomly selected ROS. In this configuration each L2PU

requests event fragments many times faster than the final
ATLAS system, therefore making each L2PU resemble a
multi-node L2PU farm behind a concentrator switch, e.g.
at 3.5% each of the 14 L2PU requests event fragments ap-
proximately 44 times faster than the final system. Figure
3 shows the EB rate for different LVL2 accept ratios. It
should be noted that even in this configuration of an over-
driven system, the performance reaches a plateau and re-
mains stable. The stability is ensured by respecting equa-
tion 1 which correlates the number of various TDAQ con-
figuration parameters and the number of TDAQ applica-
tions:

TS !NSFI
WT !NL2PU

= a!NROS , (1)

where TS is the number of requests for event fragments
issued by an SFI node at any single instance, WT is the
number of events being processed in parallel by a LVL2
farm node and a is the LVL2 accept ratio. The solid line

Figure 3: combined measurement results

in Figure 3 shows the results of a discrete event simulation
of this pre-series configuration and for 3.5% LVL2 accept
ratio. As can be seen there is good agreement between the
results of the modeling and the measurements made on the
pre-series. This agreement and other comparisons between
the results of measurements on the pre-series and the dis-
crete event simulation are used to validate the simulations
of the components and subsequently simulate the full size
ATLAS TDAQ system. The modeling results have con-
firmed of the ability of the foreseen final system to meet the
ATLAS TDAQ requirements and allowed, for example, the
event building rate, latencies of the various stages, buffer
occupancies of the network switches to be studied. For
example, on the central network switch ports to the SFIs,
which are the busiest ones, the model finds that 60% of
the time the queue was empty and only 1.4% of the time
it is 1/3 of its maximum length and therefore proves that
the final ATLAS network will be able to cope with the re-
quirements. The lack of event selection algorithms in the
modeling makes it a worst case study since they will slow
down the LVL2 farms and lighten the overall network load.



Figure 4: modeling results

Addition of Event Filter
In the results presented in the previous sections, the SFI

application has not performed any output to the EF. When
the output to EF is performed, the maximum input band-
width per SFI decreases by approximately 20% giving an
efficiency figure of about 80%. Therefore the previous es-
timation of 80 nodes has to be corrected for the output effi-
ciency yielding a total of 100 node estimation for the final
ATLAS EB system.
The events (approximately 1.5 MB event size) selected by

Table 2: Writing speed in MB/s for SFO nodes.
RaidType 1U sw 1U hw 3U hw
Raid1 44 48 51
Raid5 53 73 73!
! with 6 disks, speed increases to 93 MB/s

the HLT are stored at a rate of 200 Hz and for a maximum
of 24 hours to accommodate possible failures of the con-
nection to the CERN computer center. This functionality is
performed by 30 SFO nodes of 1U height, each equipped
with approximately 1 TB of disk space. The growing disk
capacity in the market allowed consideration of raid op-
tions which provide protection against disk failures while
keeping the total available disk capacity about the same.
Table 2 shows the results of studying different Raid op-
tions. The 0.5 to 1.5 MB events were generated on the fly
and written to different Raid partitions. The filesystem of
choice was Linux ext2; the Raid1 exercise was performed
with 2 disks and the Raid5 tests were performed with 3
disks. Results show that 6 nodes of 3U height, each with
approximately 5.2 TB of Raided disk would match the re-
quirements. Such an implementation would reduce both
the space and cooling power required by the SFO farm and
also reduce the number of nodes to be maintained.

Integration with a Detector
It has been possible to integrate the pre-series with the

barrel of the ATLAS Hadronic calorimeter. This integra-
tion has allowed configuration and control issues of a de-
tector by the TDAQ to be performed in addition exercising

a complete ATLAS slice: the reception of the triggers by
the ROIB hardware; readout of the detector electronics; re-
ception of event fragments by 2 ROSs (16 ROLs in total);
ROI collection by the LVL2 trigger; event building; EF se-
lection; central data recording in CERN computer center.
Although the HLT algorithms were not used during this
exercise, it helped understanding the compatibility issues
around the event format, trigger system and state transition
synchronization.

Stability and Monitoring Issues
Systematic failures have been forced in both hardware

and software to check the system recovery possibilities on
the pre-series test bed. In particular studies of the Control
applications have shown that failures can be recovered at
run time. In addition, all applications (except the ROS) as-
sociated to the movement of the data can be recovered and
reintegrated into a running system. As the ROS requires
hardware handshake with the ATLAS detector, it requires
a reconfiguration for reintegration into a run. For hardware
failures, the current implementation does not allow a rein-
tegration after reboot, however as the Process Manager will
be part of Unix services in the next implementation, it will
be possible to reintegrate a dead node into the TDAQ chain.

The monitoring possibilities were also investigated in a
configuration in which only EB was performed by running
monitoring samplers on the ROSs and SFIs simultaneously
and separately, and sending monitoring data over the con-
trol network to the monitoring nodes. For both ROS and
SFI applications, measurements show that up to 3 % of op-
eration rate can be used for sampling events for the pur-
pose of monitoring without having any impact on the per-
formance.

Replaying Physics Data
Simulated physics data were preloaded into both ROS

emulators and ROIB to be processed through the TDAQ
chain up to mass storage, using the current implementa-
tions of the HLT selection algorithms. In addition to testing
the functionality of the whole readout, this exercise allows
the measurement of the ROI collection and event selection
algorithm times for different trigger objects in a realistic
environment. The details of these studies can be found in
[4].

CONCLUSIONS
Results from the pre-series, a complete functional slice

of the final ATLAS TDAQ system, have been presented.
The results confirm the ability of the final system to meet
the ATLAS requirements and have allowed further studies
of various functions and parameters, for example: event
building rate, latencies of the various stages, buffer occu-
pancies of the network switches . Functionality studies
such as error recovery, the determination of allowed mon-
itoring rates were also performed to further understand the



behavior of the TDAQ under a realistic load. The first full
readout chain from cosmic rays up to sending the full event
to mass storage was also achieved using all the TDAQ com-
ponents. The pre-series is the workbench for the deploy-
ment of ATLAS TDAQ up to the commissioning of the
final TDAQ system. As such continuous studies of soft-
ware releases and configurations will take place during the
installation and commissioning of the ATLAS TDAQ sys-
tem. On completion of the final ATLAS TDAQ system,
the pre-series will become the software and hardware val-
idation platform prior to installation in the ATLAS TDAQ
system.
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